This paper investigates the type and its transformation of spatial composition in Craig Ellwood's residential worksfocusing on structural system. Analysis deals with 28 works and consists of structure construction, structure of the main façade, inner space structure. As a result, following points are derived. In the 1950s, order in space is created by setting direction and showing beams in inner and outer space. In the 1960s, order in space is given by forming an architectural framework with pillars and beams clearly exposed in the exterior space.
.
Having a college background in structural engineering, Craig Ellwood took interest in structures when creating space and believed that forms and structures are in a complementary relation. In addition, he felt that it is necessary to express the rationality of forms through structures and that it is only through such structures that new types of architecture can be created. He created architecture with structures as an important element.
In this report, we believed that the structural system associated with Ellwood's residential works does not function as an expression of structural materials or as a decoration, but it gives order in architecture, establishing the framework as an important spatial structural element. Furthermore, this report clarifies the characteristics of Ellwood's architecture by identifying types and longitudinal changes of the interior and exterior structural system.
This report focuses on the analysis of residential buildings, Ellwood's main activity. Analytic materials were investigated, and 28 works in which such materials were used were analyzed. The three items analyzed are as follows: (1) "structure construction" for understanding the characteristics of structures and outer appearance that forms outer and inner boundaries, (2) "structure of the main façade" for understanding the relation between structures and outer walls in the facade, and (3) "inner space structure" for understanding the relation among structures, inner walls, and ceiling within the inner space. From these analyses, results obtained are as follows.
We observed mainly two trends in Ellwood's structural system in the 1950s and 1960s. In the 1950s, Ellwood made the outer appearance coincide with pillars and extended beams from inside to outside. He formed a structure such that the direction coincides with the outside space and the spatial view from the public room space.
While the structural system relating to the interior and exterior space consists of an exterior symmetrical rectangle, it uses volume variations (with unevenness or eaves) to form three dimensionality. Pillars are incorporated into walls, and beams are placed in one direction. The inside of the structural system is similar to the outside, where pillars are incorporated into walls and beams are distinctively placed. It can be said that order in space is created by setting direction and showing beams in inner and outer space. In the 1960s, pillars and beams were correspondent with the outer appearance. Structural system was formed without any given direction, placing beams perpendicular to the viewing direction from the public room space. The structural system relating to interior and exterior space consists of an exterior symmetrical rectangle with an even facade. Thus, in the exterior space, a form through which both pillars and beams were exposed from walls was created. In contrast, in the interior space, pillars were exposed and beams were incorporated into walls. Thus, it can be said that order in space is given by forming an architectural framework with pillars and beams clearly exposed in the exterior space.
As mentioned above, Ellwood's structural system has changed its form, emphasizing from interior to exterior and from beams to pillars. Furthermore, by changing shapes from unevenness to a simple and symmetrical one, the system shifts where space is more specifically defined. In other words, it can be said that Ellwood uses a simple space composition and clearly expresses the structural system to present a more sophisticated order in architecture. 
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